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Y-DIRECT

YOKOHAMA SOLAR SOLUTIONS COMBINATION MODULAR SYSTEM:
STABILITY AND SAFETY

- Central load distribution   - Stable aluminum construction
- Economical module li�ing  - Several combination possibilities
- Fast construction 

Description

�e shading distance for elevated structures o�en directly dictates the intervals 
between the module rows. A  load distribution element is therefore necessary for an 
unimpeded layout of the module rows and a maximum occupancy of the PV system. 
East-West oriented roofs with ra�ers running North-South or South oriented flat 
roofs with ra�ers, however, allow a direct mounting of the supports if necessary. In 
this case we use the existing roof structure and place the flat roof supports directly 
on the wood or steel substructure with the appropriate fastening elements.

�e racking represents only a small and cost-effective part of this strong combina-
tion of various Yokohama Solar Solution components, which reduces the installation 
time. By screwing the flat roof supports directly and centrically into the substructure 
of the building, you grant the system an optimal force transfer. In many cases, a 
minimum of two fasteners per flat roof support is sufficient. However, in the case of 
increased loads due to wind or snow, three or four connections may be necessary for 
stabilization. In any case, the tie-ins should be placed immediately adjacent to the 
nodes of the column. All standard supports in our portfolio are suitable for this com-
bination. Please feel free to send us your request for an individual design.
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COMPACTDIRECT

COMBINATION FROM THE YOKOHAMA SOLAR SOLUTIONS MODULAR SYSTEM: 
SAFE AND STABLE

- 10-year warranty    - Fast construction
- Centered force distribution  - Stable aluminum construction
- Economical module elevation  - Various combination options

Description

�e shading distance on elevations o�en directly specifies the distances of the 
module rows. �e load distribution beam is therefore necessary for unhampered 
arrangement of the module rows and maximum configuration of the PV unit. How-
ever, east-west oriented roofs with purlins running north-south or southern-orient-
ed flat roofs with ra�ers allow direct installation of the supports. Here we simply 
use the existing roof structure and place the flat roof supports directly on the wood 
or steel construction using the appropriate fasteners.

With these strong combinations of various Yokohama Solar Solutions components, 
the frame is only a minor, cost-efficient matter and thereby shortens the installa-
tion time. By directly and centrally screwing the flat roof supports into the build-
ing’s substructure, you ensure that the system will have optimal load transfer. In 
many cases, a minimum of two fasteners is enough for each flat roof support. With 
high loads from wind or snow, however, three or four fasteners may be necessary 
for stabilization. In any case, the fasteners must be placed immediately at the sup-
port’s junction points. All standard supports from the product line are suitable for 
this combination. Please feel free to request a plan from us.
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For more information, see www.xyz.com.

CompactDirect with ballast

O�en, yield optimization calls for a higher elevation angle on flat roofs instead of 
aerodynamic flat roof systems. An appropriate version of our CompactDirect 
system for this purpose is the ballasted version. With this, the flat roof support is 
mounted directly on our aluminum SolRack gravel tray (also see the SolRack prod-
uct sheet). �e necessary ballast can be placed on the trapeze-shaped gravel tray.
Another option is to embed the gravel tray in a gravel or substrate fill.

Application instructions

Bolting into the high bead or high corrugation area of the roof covering is recom-
mended due to water flow (water-tightness). For this, the holes in the supports may 
have to be redone. If bolting is done in the deep corrugation area, use special addi-
tional sealing!

Also follow our documents “Installation and planning” and “General instructions 
for flat roof installation”.
A look at our flat roof supports can be found in our current component overview.
In critical cases, with extreme wind loads, equipping the roof with wind deflectors 
can provide static advantages.
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For more information, see www.ysolar.co.jp.

Y-Direct with loads

Frequently, a higher elevation angle is also to be realized on flat roofs instead of 
aerodynamic flat roof systems. A variation of our Y-Direct system suitable for this 
purpose is the ballasted version. Here, the flat roof support is mounted directly on 
an aluminum grit trough. On the trapezoidal grit tray it is possible to place the 
required ballast. Another option is to embed the ballast in a substrate or gravel fill. 
�e required ballast can be calculated for you by our technical team.

Instructions for use

Bolting in the high corrugation or high wave area of the roof cladding is recom-
mended due to the water course (tightness!).  �e drilling of the supports may have 
to be re-drilled by the customer. If screwing is performed in the deep corrugation 
area, separate, additional sealing must be ensured!

In critical cases with extreme wind loads, equipping the supports with wind shields 
can bring structural  benefits.
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